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1 July 2020 
 
Dear Parents 
 
Virtual sports day 
 
To make up for the fact that the PE Department has had to cancel sports day for one of the first 
times ever, we have decided that we will run a virtual sports day for all students across Year 7 to 
Year 10! 
 
Clearly we cannot facilitate the traditional events that you would see, so we have created FIVE 
challenges for each student to complete over the next TWO WEEKS in order to allow them to 
participate in our sports day. Hopefully this will allow all of those who are disappointed at missing 
out the opportunity to do something, but particularly for Year 7 as this would have been their first 
sports day, and for Year 10 which would have been their last.  
 
Students are able to have as many goes as they want at each challenge in order to obtain the best 
score. I have attached an instruction/recording sheet for you so that each challenge can be 
administered (as closely as possible!) the same across all year groups. All I ask from you is that 
you record the best score for each challenge and then either send it back to me on the sheet, or 
simply written in an e-mail. 
 
The competition will close on Friday 10 July 2020. This will then give me time to work out each 
students score and allocate prizes accordingly. The best performers overall and in each event will 
be sent a certificate to acknowledge their performance and hard work, and they will also be be 
awarded prizes when they return in September. 
 
My e-mail address is: 
 
littlechildg@colfox.dorset.sch.uk 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Mr Littlechild 
Head of PE 
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